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Portable Hidden Camera

When most people think of hidden cameras, they envisage pinhole cameras that have been built into the fabric of a
room in a static situation.

Powerful mobile camera solutions
However, in addition to that type of hidden camera system, there is a real need for portable spy camera systems that
enable more versatility for the user. Private Investigators and Mystery Shoppers always require a portable covert
camera system that is ready to deploy if the need arises. A favourite of Private Investigators and Mystery Shoppers has
been the bag camera, which over the years has become more discreet and sophisticated. Using a bag camera means
that a video recording device such as a camcorder can be connected to the system rather than having to have a
separate recording device, which previously was very expensive. Recently, self-contained systems have become more
viable. Now there are hidden cameras with recording systems built into pens, MP3 players and even non-working
mobile phones. Add to this an array of small and compact, but powerful handheld systems and you will see that there is
a portable spy camera system for almost every circumstance So, what is the future of portable hidden cameras? You
can guarantee that with technology advancing at an ever-increasing pace that in future we will see spy cameras built
into such small objects that they will be sure to defy logic. Here at Spy Equipment UK, we aim to keep on top of the
technology, so you can be assured that if there are any new developments in this field, then the results will appear in
this section
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Air Freshener Camera / DVR - HD
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This Air Freshener is
fitted with a discreet pinhole high definition spy
camera, high capacity digital recording system and has
a long battery life as standard. Designed and made by
us for room surveillance, it is a superb choice for covert
room video monitoring.

Product Code: AIRC

£189.00 (exc. VAT)

£226.80 (inc. VAT)

The Air Freshener Spy Camera DVR - HD system is an excellent choice
for an easily deployable battery powered self-contained spy camera and
recording system. This unit can be used in the home or office. Position
on a shelf in the living room, the bedroom or maybe in the office on the
desk to record superbly clear video footage (with audio) whilst you are
away. It is often used as a Nanny Cam.
The front panel of the air freshener video camera incorporates a tiny
pinhole spy camera positioned to view the environment in front of the
unit. The camera is so well concealed that it really is difficult to make out
the location of the lens within the front grille. The 32GB or optional
64GB (select from drop-down menu) digital video recording system is
cleverly incorporated within the body of the air freshener unit, where the
rechargeable 5200 mAh Lithium battery that powers the device is also
concealed from view.
Carer caught on spy camera abusing elderly woman with
dementia
Spy Equipment UK's Air Freshener Camera as featured on
Daily Mail

Long Recording
Activation

Capability

with

Motion

The battery, when fully charged, can power the unit for a straight
recording time of up to 30 ho

Features
Excellent self-contained battery
powered
spy
camera
and
recording solution
Incorporated into an everyday style
of air freshener casing
Made in the UK. Extremely well
engineered and totally discreet
installation
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Set up for motion activated video
(with audio) recording as standard
Video Resolution: 1280x 720p @
20 Frames per second
Will record perfectly in daylight, but
has auto-switching to night mode
for when the lighting gets very dim
in the area of deployment
Excellent quality CMOS pinhole
lens – decent wide camera view
angle: of 62 degrees
Time and date stamping on video
recordings
In-built rechargeable 5200 mAH
lithium ion battery providing up to 3
days deployment time (dependent
upon activity in front of the
camera)...

Please note that more information available online.
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Air Freshener WiFi Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This high definition
Air Freshener WiFi Camera with motion detection
recording facility can be remotely monitored from your
computer or Smartphone from almost anywhere in the
world. An excellent portable, quick deployment remote
surveillance spy camera solution with good battery life.

Product Code: AIRW

£235.00 (exc. VAT)

£282.00 (inc. VAT)

This versatile battery-powered hidden spy camera can produce high
resolution streaming video and audio discreetly built into an everyday
commonly available plastic air freshener enclosure. The device not only
offers remote camera surveillance, but also has a through-the-lens
motion detection recording facility.

Front Facing Camera
The minute camera lens is in a position looking out through the front air
freshener grille which means it is in the most natural position for room
video surveillance and the fact that the lens is wide-angled means that
the camera has a wider field of vision. Inside the grille is a dark green
material that does an excellent job of concealing the existence of the
lens.
Times when spy cameras saved the day
A guide to buying a spy camera

Extremely Easy Set Up
This WiFi camera is very simple to set up and getting it working for you
should only take a matter of minutes. There is no need for any specialist
network technical knowledge and the easy to follow instructions
including video guides take the guesswork out of the process even for a
complete novice. Once the setup process is complete the WiFi unit will
not need to be hardwired to the WiFi Router in any way, but will just
work wirelessly on the network on which it has been configured.

Motion Activation Alerts
The DVR system features a motion detection facility that is triggered by
movement within the view of the ca

Features
Non-functional air freshener casing
installed with a high quality covert
WiFi spy camera system
Camera system is hand-built by
Spy Equipment UK – Completely
covert camera design
Simple set-up and easy to use –
No prior specialist technical
knowledge required to use this
product
Remotely watch video ‘live’ using
your PC, Mac, laptop, iPhone or
Android Smartphone (free app
download required)
View and hear at your leisure in
‘real time’ (receiving device will
need a decent Internet connection)
Motion detection setting – can be
programmed to send alert email if
required
Display or record video in high
definition up to 1920 x 1080 @
30FPS produced together with
clear sound recording
Video
/
audio
quality
will
automatically adjust dependant on
available transfer speed and
bandwidth – at times the system
may have to drop to a lower
resolution...

Please note that more information available online.
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Backpack Camera
This Backpack Camera can be worn in the customary
fashion over the shoulder with the camera thereby
facing forward. Although to the naked eye it appears
completely normal, concealed within the strap is a highquality covert camera with built-in high gain
microphone.

Product Code: 8PKC

£220.00 (exc. VAT)

£264.00 (inc. VAT)

This custom made backpack / bag camera has a quality built-in high
definition CMOS camera with sound chip. The bag used is a mediumsized black bag with both a strap and a handle and the design and an
item that is considered as unisex. A portable hidden camera secreted
within a stylish yet practical bag.

Portable Hidden
Natural Bag Use

Camera

Positioned

for

The built in covert camera is hidden in position in the pouch that forms
part of the strap. This means that when the bag camera is carried in the
normal manner and over the left shoulder, the portable hidden camera
will be pointing to the front facing the same way as the bag
wearer/carrier. This is prefect for walking into a location where video
recording needs to be captured on the move whilst the bag is still on the
shoulder of the wearer thereby looking natural and not arousing
suspicion.

Custom Built to Maintain Shape

Features
Cleverly
concealed
pinhole
portable camera in button on strap
designed for carrying over the
shoulder with the camera facing
the same way as the wearer
Bag interior packed with foam to
protect MP4 or camera being
carried within
High Definition CMOS camera
located in end panel of bag
0.2 Lux/30 IRE F2.0 – 78º (wide
angle lens)
Separate battery holder supplied
(no batteries)
A bag with hidden portable camera
ideal for Mystery Shoppers &
Private Investigation operatives

The inside of the bag is custom packed with foam to protect the portable
camera and to ensure that everything is held firmly and securely in
place. The bag is lined in such a way so as to make the bag stiff enough
to hold its shape. This ensures that the camera remains at the correct
angle/position. The viewing aspect cannot be guaranteed when it is set
down (not being worn over the shoulder).

Bag With Portable Camera Only or Full
Package Available
This unit can be used in conjunction with a digital video camera with AV
input or together with an MP4 Recorder or DVR. Should you use your

Please note that more information available online.
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Bag Camera (CMOS Colour Camera)
This is a custom-built 1080p high definition bag
camera where a hidden spy camera with audio is
integrated into one end of the bag. This is a very
versatile surveillance tool that is often the choice of
Private Investigators and Mystery Shoppers

Product Code: BAG1

£220.00 (exc. VAT)

£264.00 (inc. VAT)

This is an example of our range of custom-made bag cameras. All types
have a quality built-in high definition CMOSÂ camera with sound chip.
The bag used is a medium sized black bag with both a strap and a
handle and the design could be reasonably considered as unisex.

Camera Positioning Designed for Natural Bag
Use
The pinhole camera is secured in position in the end panel of the bag.
This means that when the bag camera is carried in the normal manner
and over the right shoulder, the camera will be pointing to the front
facing the same way as the bag wearer/carrier. This is ideal when
walking into a location where video recording needs to be obtained on
the move whilst the bag is still on the shoulder of the wearer and as
such this allows the user to access any attached video recorder to
control it.

Custom Built to Maintain Shape

Features
The bag shown measures 300mm
(12 inches) long, 220mm (8.5
inches) high and 100mm (4 inches)
wide
Wear over the shoulder or place
down on its base
Bag interior packed with foam to
protect camera and to stiffen bag
High Definition CMOS camera
located in end panel of bag
0.2 Lux/30 IRE F2.0 – 78º (wide
angle lens)
Separate battery holder supplied
(no batteries)
Ideal for Mystery Shoppers and
Private Investigation operatives

The inside of the bag is custom packed with foam to protect the
camera and to ensure that everything is held firmly and securely in
place. The bag is lined in such a way so as to make the bag stiff enough
to hold its shape. This ensures that the camera remains at the correct
angle/position when it is placed on its base. This fact ensures that the
camera can still be used to successfully record when placed on a table
or a chair facing a surveillance subject.

Bag Only or Full Package Available
This unit can be used in conjunction with a digital video camera with AV
input or together with an MP4 Recorder or DVR. Should you use your
own video recording system then you may need to use the supplied
battery holder which takes 8 x AA size batteries. We also offer a bag
Camera Package that includes a law enforcement grade MP4 DVR with
inbuilt screen which can be

Please note that more information available online.
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Bag Camera (With Adjustable Angle)
This is an example of our range of custom-made bag
cameras. This particular unit has a mechanically
adjustable angle facility for the camera end of the bag
and the portable hidden camera installed is 1080p high
definition. A favourite of mystery shoppers for close-up
surveillance.

Product Code: BAG4

£289.00 (exc. VAT)

£346.80 (inc. VAT)

This is an example of our range of custom-made bag cameras. All types
have a quality built-in high definition CMOS camera with sound chip.
Part of our portable hidden camera range, the bag used is a medium
sized black bag with both a strap and a handle and the design could be
reasonably considered as unisex.

Adjustable Design - Changeable Portable
Hidden Camera Aspects
The pinhole camera is secured in position in the end panel of the bag.
This means that when the bag camera is carried in the normal manner
and over the right shoulder, the portable hidden camera will be pointing
to the front facing the same way as the bag wearer/carrier. This is ideal
when walking into a location where video recording needs to be
obtained on the move whilst the bag is still on the shoulder of the
wearer and as such this allows the user to access any attached video
recorder to control it. This particular unit has mechanically adjustable
angle facility (vertical plane) at the end of the bag that in which the
covert camera is situated thus enabling very close up work without the
need to place the bag at a raised angle. This is perfect for mystery
shopping situations where a bag needs to be placed on a table or
counter in front of the subject. The standard bag would miss the
subjects head from view because of the close proximity, but the angle
adjustment.

Features
The bag shown measures 300mm
(12 inches) long, 220mm (8.5
inches) high and 100mm (4 inches)
wide
Wear over the shoulder or place
down on its base
Bag interior packed with foam to
protect camera and to stiffen bag
This version has a mechanically
adjustable mechanism to change
the angle of the end of the bag
containing the spy camera
High Definition CMOS camera
located in end panel of bag
0.2 Lux/30 IRE F2.0 – 78º (wide
angle lens)
Separate battery holder supplied
(no batteries)
Ideal for Mystery Shoppers and
Private Investigation operatives

Custom Built Bag to Maintain Shape
The inside of the bag is custom packed with foam to protect the portable
hidden camera and to ensure that everything is held firmly and securely
in place. The bag is lined in such a way so as to make the bag stiff
enough to hold its shape. This ensures that the ca

Please note that more information available online.
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Bag Camera Ultimate Package
The Bag Camera Ultimate Package is law
enforcement grade evidence gathering tool with
time/date stamping and full high definition quality video
capability. A must for surveillance professionals
including Mystery Shoppers and Private Investigators.

Product Code: BAGC

£459.00 (exc. VAT)

£550.80 (inc. VAT)

The Ultimate Bag Camera/DVR package is law enforcement grade
evidence gathering tool with time/date stamping and top-end quality
video capability. This bag with portable spy camera is used for Mystery
Shoppers, Private Investigators and other surveillance professionals.

Compact Bag - Totally Covert Camera
The superb bag camera is fitted with a super high-quality CMOS, 0.03
lux covert camera unit that provides super-sharp imagery and vivid
colours and includes a high gain microphone. This covert camera unit
fitted with a wide angle (78 degrees) lens which makes it very easy to
obtain the required shot even at close range. The portable spy camera
is located in one end of the compact shoulder bag, cleverly built into the
zip thereby making it almost impossible to see with the naked eye. The
camera is powered from the recording unit, which itself has a
rechargeable lithium Ion battery pack, which is also changeable, which
makes it simple for quick redeployment (see drop down for spare
battery pack).

Record Broadcast Quality Video with A
Portable Spy Camera
The Â MP4 Recorder features a maximum resolution of 1920 x 1080
(1080P HD Mode) and an SD recording system that supports SDHC
Cards up to 32GB (16GB supplied as standard). This quality unit has a
built in colour LCD screen with touch screen menu system for easy
playback of recorded footage and adjustment of recording settings
should this be required. The recorder can be removed entirely from the
bag if required or the SD card removed for playback of the footage on a
computer screen. Video footage captured by this portable spy camera is
classified as broadcast quality and has time/date water

Features
Features of this Bag with Portable Spy
Camera
1/2.9? progressive CMOS Sensor
Sensor Resolution: 2000 x 1121 –
0.03Lux full digital camera
Wide lens angle: 78 degrees (wide
angle)
Bag camera unit is powered
directly from the HD MP4 unit
Digital
Picture
Resolution:
(H)1920x(V)1080
HD MP4 Features
Removable MP4 unit with inbuilt
SD card recording system
3inch TFT LCD High resolution
screen (with touch screen menu)
Clear display for reviewing video
and also positioning camera
aspect
High definition recording 1920 X
1080 at 30 frames per second
(considered real time)...

Please note that more information available online.
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Button Camera Ultimate Package
The Ultimate High Quality Button Camera/DVR
package is law enforcement grade evidence gathering
tool with time/date stamping and full HD quality video
capability that is ideal for Mystery Shoppers and
Private Investigators.

Product Code: ULTB

£342.00 (exc. VAT)

£410.40 (inc. VAT)

This is our ultimate 1080p high definition button camera with MP4
recorder package. Producing pin-sharp imagery and with superb audio
clarity, this versatile package is the ideal body-worn choice for
surveillance professionals.

Professional Grade HD Camera
The superb button camera is a high quality 1100 TV lines CMOS unit
giving super-sharp imagery and vivid colours. This is fitted with a wide
angle (78 degree) lens which will be easily wide enough to keep subject
matter in view for face to face work. The auto-focus on the camera can
even read reasonable sized prints at close range. The camera has an
exceptionally low light capability making it useful for recording in
reduced light situations. The camera has small dimensions and is
connected to the MP4 recorder by a lightweight and flexible HDMI
cable. Three different interchangeable button size options are supplied
as well as two screw heads. Each screw-on camera-mounted button
has a set of matching buttons to complete a garment being adapted.

Two Recorder Options Available
This unit can be purchased with or without a screen. Both have the
ability to setup and live view what the camera is seeing using your
smartphone (free app can be downloaded.) For those who would prefer
a screen, there are also intuitive touch-screen menus allowing settings
to suit to be selected very swiftly and also the ability to playback
recorded media on the MP4 itself. Both recorders feature a maximum
resolution of 1920 x 1080 (1080P HD Mode) and an 720p lower
definition recording and supports SDHC Cards up to 32GB (16GB
supplied as standard).

Features
High grade button camera with
MP4 recorder/player kit
Full set of different sized buttons
and screw head option –
interchangeable (screw on/off)
1080P full HD video recording with
2 megapixels CMOS sensor –
H.264 encoding recording MOV file
format
High quality pinhole camera lens
with 78º angle of view
Very low light sensitivity minimum
illumination: 0.03 Lux @ F2.0
Recording resolution: 25fps: 1920
x 1080, 1280 x 720 Or WVGA
Wired HDMI input to MP4 recorder
and also input for wired controller
Robust MP4 recorder with 3.0”
touch-screen interface
MP4 recorder dimensions: 85 x 54
x 24mm
Manual / motion detection /
overwrite loop recording modes
Wired
remote
controller
for
start/stop recording – ideal for
discreet selective video capture...

Time and Date Watermarked Video Stamping
Constructed from quality materials, the MP4 has an SD card recording
system with

Please note that more information available online.
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HD Black Box WiFi Camera
The Black Box WiFi Camera is a versatile selfcontained remote monitoring spy camera solution
where ‘live’ viewing is high on the agenda as well as
having the convenience to watch on your Smartphone
whilst you are on the move. Simple ‘plug and play
technology for everyday use.

Product Code: BBWF

£149.00 (exc. VAT)

£178.80 (inc. VAT)

Whilst it is beneficial having WiFi cameras disguised as everyday items
it is always ideal to have a versatile unit that can be deployed in a
variety of circumstances and whose concealment can be determined
dependant upon the environment in which it to be placed.

Simple To Use - No Expert Knowledge
Required
Mention WiFi cameras to the general public and you will find that the
majority will consider that this type of technology is way beyond their
technical knowhow. The HD Black Box WiFi Camera is different. It is
simply childâ&#128;&#153;s play to get working even for the most
technically challenged. No computer is required, no connection cable is
involved and there is no special configuration needed. Simply download
the free monitoring app on your smartphone and input the WiFi
username and password to get the camera system up and running.

Android and iOS Compatible - Optional
Battery or Mains Power
This WiFi camera works with both Android and Apple operating
systems, so after downloading the provided application, remote
monitoring can be achieved using any Android phone or tablet, iPhone
or iPad so for the majority of customers there will be no need to
purchase any special hardware. The Black Box WiFi Camera has an
inbuilt rechargeable lithium battery that can provide up to 8 hours of
remote monitoring after it has been fully charged. Optionally you can
connect an external rechargeable battery pack to extend standalone
deployment time (see options menu) or eradicate battery issues by
connecting the device to a main power outlet (if available where it is
deployed).

Features
Versatile black box self-contained
WiFi surveillance camera
Remotely watch and listen ‘live’,
record and remotely download
footage to your Android, iPhone or
Tablet device
Free downloadable apps are
readily from Play and iTunes App
stores
Powered from inbuilt lithium
rechargeable
battery
or
permanently from mains power
supply – 8 hours potential
operation when using battery
power (3500mAh cell)
Wide angled 720p high definition
spy camera – Incredible 160
degree field of view
Integrated microphone – Hear and
see what is happening
Two operation modes – AP Mode:
Direct connect to Smartphone or
Router Mode: Real-time Internet
clod surveillance
Recording
modes
–
motion
detection
or
voice/sound
detection...

Monitor and Record in HD - Receive Event
Alerts
Whether you wish to keep watch on a vulnerable elderly relat

Please note that more information available online.
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HD Key Fob Camera System
If you are looking for a camera system with with audio
that will just slip into your pocket, yet still produce
incredible high definition footage then the HD Key Fob
Camera System will certainly not disappoint. Simple to
use and easy to carry.

Product Code: KFO8

£135.00 (exc. VAT)

£162.00 (inc. VAT)

The best just got even better! This is the finest key fob
camera and recording system available. Now providing
full 1080p High Definition video footage and 12MP
images as standard.
This portable video recording solution is the choice of
professional surveillance operatives and replaces our
previous model that was more complex to use and
less discreet in design. The new design is all black,
with a simple button configuration so that there is no
confusion on what to press when.

Clever Discreet Design- Full HD 1080p Video
Not only is this device the only true HD 1080p (High
Definition), broadcast video quality car key fob, but it
is arguably the best disguised available. The unit has
no exposed USB connection sockets, SD card slots or
any other â&#128;&#152;giveawayâ&#128;&#153; that
would expose the device as anything other than a
standard car key fob. Manufactured from quality
materials, the device even feels like it should.
Concealing an HD CMOS camera with microphone for
recording audio at the same time as video, this unit is
the perfect portable surveillance solution.

Features
High quality portable surveillance
device with genuine feel
Full High Definition quality CMOS
camera system
Video and still image surveillance
capability
Intuitive design, simple operation
using key fob buttons
Multi-colour tiny LED indication
light to denote operating mode
Wide camera view angle – 68
degrees
Minimum illumination – 0.1 Lux
(with infrared on)
Video Resolution – 1920 x 1080
both @ 30 FPS (.mov format)
Still picture resolution – 4032 x
3024 JPEG (12 Mega Pixels)
Optional motion activation mode –
ideal for deployment in a ‘standalone’ situation
Time and date stamp on both
video evidence and still images
Hidden infrared illuminators for
close up video footage in low light
situation (infrared is not visible to
human eye)...

Snapshot Photo Facility- Infrared Capability
Although this unit is primarily made to record video
footage at 1920 x 1080p HD quality, in addition, the key
fob camera has a very discreet snapshot capability,
which facilitates taking of hundreds of photographs
with a resolution of 4032 x 3024. On top of this, the
unit can be used in motion activation mode for a stand
alone deployment and an infrared facility for close up
recording in poorly lit environments. All video footage
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and snapshots are time and date stamped for
evidential reference purposes and there is a very tiny
LED light visible to the user indicate mode

Please note that more information available online.
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HD Video/Voice Recording Spy Pen
The new high definition spy camera pen with video
and voice recording features provides the facility to
make HD video recordings together with high-quality
audio as standard and can be switched between
straight and motion activated recording modes.

Product Code: PENC

£135.00 (exc. VAT)

£162.00 (inc. VAT)

A quality stylish slimline spy pen manufactured using quality materials in
a black and gold finish. Not only is the pen manufactured to an
extremely high quality, but it also has outstanding compatibility,
performance and functionality.

Ultimate Spy Camera Pen
At just over 13mm thick the spy pen is slim in comparison to cheaper
bulky products offered elsewhere and because it records on MJPG bit
rate of 16.4 Mbps rather than MJPEG4 so you can even watch back
footage directly onto your TV.Â The extremely small camera is located
just above the pen clip and is very discreet. The pen can be used to
write in the normal manner, but when obtaining video footage the pen is
best clipped into the top pocket of a shirt or jacket to capture events
when worn on the person or when left behind at home or in the office.
There is also the option of setting the device to record motion-activated
footage and this instance it could be deployed clipped into a jacket or
blazer pocket that is on a hanger or draped over the back of a chair.
The audio recording on this device is not a secondary consideration. As
such audio recording quality is excellent and with a sensitive
microphone the audio pick up range is at least a 6-metre radius. The
pen is ideal to capture important audio from situations such as
meetings, interviews or where verbal abuse or slander maybe
apparent.

High-Resolution Photographs

Features
Fully functional stylish pen with
hidden recording functionality
Very slim design and extremely
discreet – LED is off during
recording
Three (3) selectable recording
modes – manual video or motion
video both with audio
Pen has a motion detection video
recording option (not normally
standard on this type of device)
True resolution – 1280 x 720p (HD)
@ 30 frames per second
Time/Date stamp on all recordings
and snapshots
One touch video recording – quick
and easy to get recording. Flip
between straight record and
motion record by flicking a switch.
Recording format – micro SD (Max
128GB – 16GB supplied)
Video recording capacity – 2 hours
(16GB card) / 4 hours (32GB card)
/ 8 hours (64GB card)...

As well as video and audio, the Video/Voice Recoding pen has the
ability to take high-resolution snapshot photographs discreetly. When
activated in motion activated or continuous modes, all that is captured is
time and date stamped, which is ideal especially if you require recorded
footage for evidential purposes. Video footage can be p

Please note that more information available online.
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iPhone 7 Charge Cradle Camera
This portable spy camera system built into a case that
fits onto the iPhone 7 and produces incredibly high
quality HD video (with audio). This is the perfect
professional grade carry-anywhere covert camera unit
whether you have an iPhone or not.

Product Code: ICR7

£229.00 (exc. VAT)

£274.80 (inc. VAT)

This specially manufactured cradle type case is designed to clip directly
onto the back of an iPhone 7 making it an obvious choice as a portable
surveillance camera system for a variety of surveillance scenarios.

Natural Discreet Camera Position
With almost everybody upgrading to a smartphone these days having a
spy camera system that can attach discreetly to your smartphone has to
be the best choice. Every normal phone that has a camera incorporated
has the camera lens on the back face and some also have one on the
front face of the phone. Clearly using the standard camera would be
counter-covert as the phone has to be held in an unnatural position to
obtain video footage using built-in systems. The iPhone 7 Charge
Cradle Camera has the camera lens positioned in the top end of the
case so that the phone can be held in a more natural horizontal position
with the camera pointing at the subject without drawing attention.

Works Independently of Phone Functionality
This camera and recording system in the cradle will work completely
independently, this means that although the iPhone 7 fits perfectly in the
cradle, it in no way interacts or requires any functionality from the
iPhone itself. The result is a device that can be used with a
â&#128;&#152;dummy iPhone 7â&#128;&#153; for those who
donâ&#128;&#153;t normally use an iPhone (see drop-down menu)
and/or a system that can be left alone, deployed maybe on a desk
without the need to leave a mobile phone inserted.

Features
Suitable for use with iPhone 7 or
as an independent self-contained
portable hidden camera system
Wide angle camera hidden in top
end of the device ideal for holding
in the hand naturally or for
deployment horizontally on a table
top or desk
Easy to use, discreet switch
operation with super-fast start up
to recording within a matter of
seconds
Incredibly high quality colour video
resolution or either 1080p @ 30
FPS or 720p @ 60 FPS
(selectable)
Still shot photo capability – 1/3?
CMOS lens capturing 5 megapixel
shots – 66º angle
Works well in artificial and pure
daylight – digital zoom capability
for live 4 x zoom video capture
Integrated audio recording with
AGC noise cancellation for superb
sound quality...

Time/Date Stamp - Digital Zoom Capture
Even under close scrutiny this unit looks no different to a standard
iPhone charging case. It records incredibly high grade colour 1080p
video footage with time and date stamp (i

Please note that more information available online.
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iPhone Charger Camera
The iPhone Charger Camera is a motioned activated
full colour 1080p video recorder (with audio) built into a
desktop iPhone charger. The phone dock is suitable for
use with new iPhone connector. With changeable
micro SD memory and mains power supply, this
system is perfect for room surveillance at home or in
the office.

Product Code: DOC1

£239.00 (exc. VAT)

£286.80 (inc. VAT)

An iPhone Charger Camera will fit into many different environments
without attracting attention. This makes it ideal as a covert camera
enclosure. This product has a wide angle lens ensuring that a larger
area is covered within view and it is able to record video with audio in
1080p high definition, taking power from the mains so there are no
troublesome battery issues. Video footage is of very high quality so
there can be no mistake what was captured.

Both WiFi and IP Capability
The system has both WiFi and IP capability so using an app on your
Smartphone or tablet you can watch â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153;
from the other side of the world if desired (requires local router link-up)
or you can control, stream video and setup the device without need for a
router from a distance of up to 50 metres. It is possible to download
recorded video, set the time to match that on your smartphone or tablet,
start/stop recording, format the SD card and even hide the SSID so
nobody else can detect your covert camera unit. The memory storage is
a micro SD card system with a maximum capacity of 32Gb, so there
should be ample space for recorded video footage.

Motion DetectionRecording
Evidence Gathering

-

Ideal

for

Probably one of he most important features of a camera that is used for
room video surveillance is the need for motion activation which ensures
that video recordings are only made when the camera detects
movement within its view. This iPhone charger camera uses
â&#128;&#152;through the lensâ&#128;&#153; monitoring technology
to achieve this and also records time and date on the footage in addition
to watermarking, something that makes this product perfect for
gathering video suited for evi

Features
Standard design of desktop iPhone
charger (working) with in-built
covert spy camera and DVR
Designed for use with iPhone
handsets using the latest charging
connector or as a standalone
camera system with no need for a
phone
Wide angle camera discreetly
included in the front face of the
dock when on a desk or table in its
natural position
Easy to use and with fast start up –
Just plug into the mains power
supply to get up and running
High quality video resolution –
Switch between 1080p, 720p or
480@ 30 frames per second (real
time)
Camera image sensor -1/2.9”
CMOS Progressive sensor – Lens
F2.0 3.64mm – 78º wide angled
Low light ability – 0.03 Lux @ F2.0
Integrated high quality audio
recording
with
AGC
noise
cancellation for crisp sound
reproduction...

Please note that more information available online.
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Mini Black Box Security Camera
The Mini Black Box Security Camera is a selfcontained 720p high definition CCTV security camera
with extra wide angle lens, infrared night-vision and
incredible battery life (optional mains power) all neatly
packed into a sleek black enclosure, ideal for quick and
discreet room surveillance deployment.

Product Code: MIN8

£165.00 (exc. VAT)

£198.00 (inc. VAT)

There are situations where a simple to deploy self-contained discreet
battery powered CCTV camera would prove to be a distinct advantage
especially where night vision is also a definite requirement. We think
that the Mini Black Box Security Camera is certainly one to consider for
this type of scenario

High Definition
Solution

Cam

-

Totally

Portable

This small CCTV device combines a 720p high definition extra wide
angled view micro-sized camera together with a high capacity micro SD
card DVR that is all built into a black plastic enclosure which is small
enough to easily fit in the palm of your hand. What really sets this unit
apart from other black box battery powered solutions is the fact that the
unit has a small, but effective PIR trigger. The PIR detects
heat/movement up to 5 metres away as opposed to a standard throughthe-lens monitoring system and as such in between recording situations
this means that only the PIR is kept powered rather than the entire
camera system. This enables the rechargeable battery to be conserved
with such efficiency that the system can essentially remain powered
from the battery for up to an incredible 30 days (24 hours if set to
straight record). And if this is not sufficient, then there is the option to
permanently power the device from the mains supply.

Extra Wide Angle Lens - Time and Date
Stamping

Features
Compact standalone black box
CCTV security camera with built in
SD recording system for versatile
deployment scenarios
160º extra-wide angle view lens
providing excellent field of view
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Program it to work to your needs –
fully customisable downloadable
widget with menu to select the
features that you require
Different recording modes: motion
activated / scheduled / vibration
activated / sound activated – also
loop recording (if required) and
external trigger input possibilities
In-built heat sensing PIR for
efficient battery-saving motion
activation ability
Built in light sensor with autoswitching between day and night
video recording...

If you are concerned that a standard pinhole camera will not capture the
environment that you wish to monitor then the extra super-wide 160
degree camera capture area will certainly satisfy your requirements, this
being more than double what you would expect from the average
pinhole unit. Time and date can easily be set through the setup widget
and appears on the recorded video

Please note that more information available online.
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Smartwatch Style Spy Camera
This High Definition Smartwatch Styled Spy Camera
is an excellent modern-looking portable surveillance
device providing a very discreet way to record 720p
high quality video/audio as well as providing a smart
way to keep the time.

Product Code: WAT5

£209.00 (exc. VAT)

£250.80 (inc. VAT)

Carrying a very discreet spy camera on your person can always be a
challenge. Here is a covert camera built into a modern-looking wrist
watch that not only provides a worthy surveillance solution, but will also
keep you on time.

Smooth HD Colour Video Footage - Flexible
Storage
Smartwatches are certainly currently in fashion with many people
wearing one to compliment their smartphones, so wearing a watch of
this style is not unusual, but having a 720p covert camera that can
capture smooth full colour footage (with clear audio), turns this device
into a very usable surveillance tool. This device stores recordings onto a
micro SD card that is hidden within the unit and with memory capacities
available up to 32GB, there will certainly enough space to catalogue
hours of video/audio footage in computer ready MOV format.

Very Discreet Build - Evidential Recordings
Outwardly the watch has the appearance of a modern smartwatch,
having a live digital display, as you would expect, but the camera itself
and the recording system including connection port are well hidden and
not even obvious under close examination. This spy watch can be used
for making covert video/audio recordings of meetings or lectures or
even for fun when you are out and about. If gathering evidential footage
then time/date watermarking on the video recording itself ensures that
the footage retains itâ&#128;&#153;s 'enforcementâ&#128;&#153;
grading, suitable for legal proceedings.

Features
Modern
Smartwatch
lookalike
wristwatch with charcoal grey
rubbery strap
Can work as a Smartwatch with
digital display showing time and
date
Single button DVR operation –
extremely easy to operate
Screen icons show device status
(battery, recording and SD card
status)
Video resolution: 1280 x 720p –
Video frame rate of 30 fps
1/4” progressive CMOS camera –
3.3 Lux @ F2.0 with 67º angle of
view
Camera view angle – 90 degrees –
1 Lux
Microphone audio pick range: Up
to 6 metres (more limited range in
noisy environment)
Records video/audio onto micro
SD memory storage – 8GB
supplied (optional 32GB available)
8GB of SD card storage equates to
3 hours video/audio recording...

Simple to Use - No Special Knowledge Needed
The spy camera system really is very easy to use, with all functionality
being controlled by a single button on the side of the watch for on/off
and recording. The micro SD slot is hidden away under

Please note that more information available online.
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Sports Spy Watch Cam / Recorder
This Sports Spy Watch Camera with built in recorder
is a fantastic body-worn surveillance device producing
1080p high quality video with audio, Infrared capability
as well as being a nice smart timepiece.

Product Code: WAT2

£135.00 (exc. VAT)

£162.00 (inc. VAT)

If you need a portable spy camera solution that you can effectively wear
almost at any time, in any situation the the Sports Spy watch has to be
the type of technology to consider seriously
A good looking watch is always something that is nice to have. This
sporty looking mens wrist watch has an appealing design, but has inbuilt hidden extras that really make it special. Designed into the face is
an almost invisible high definition spy camera and inside the body of the
watch is a video and audio recording system that has an excellent
storage capacity of 8GB, which is more than ample to hold hours of
recorded video footage (with audio) taken by the covert spy camera
and/or still images. The Sports Spy Watch can be worn on the wrist for
almost any occasion. make secret video/audio recordings of meetings,
lectures, to back up your integrity or maybe just for fun. It is so simple to
use and is supplied with a special USB connection cable so that you
can offload recorded and stored files onto your computer. It is nearly
impossible to see the tiny camera lens in the watch face, so nobody will
ever suspect its capabilities. The USB connection port is hidden by a
removable control button (screw on/off), so again the covert design is
well thought out. If this wasn’t enough, unbelievably, this unit also has
infrared capability, so video recordings can, if required, be obtain in very
low light conditions. The infrared (IR) LEDs are also designed discreetly
into the watch face. They use IR technology that is not within the human
eye light detection spectrum, meaning that recording in the darkness
can be achieved with total discretion. Finally the microphone (one of the
buttons) can be capped to enable it to be used underwater if so desired.

Features
Very
stylish
sporty
design
wristwatch with black strap
Records video (with audio) and
takes snapshot photographs
Video resolution: 1920 x 1080p
effective pixels – HD Specification
Video frame rate of 30 fps – 4:3
image ratio
Still Image Resolution: 4032 x
3024 (12 MP)
Camera view angle – 90 degrees –
Low light illumination of 1 Lux
Single
button-touch
video
recording for simple and fast
operation
Microphone audio pick range: Up
to 6 metres (not when used
underwater)
Internal storage 8GB memory –
Approx. 3.0 hours of video/audio
capacity
Lithium polymer battery recording
time – 70 minutes (after a full
charge)
battery
charging
time:
approximately 1.5 hours
Supports
Windows
2000/2003/XP/Vista/Windows 7, 8
and 10 as well as Mac 10.4 and
above
Supplied with USB connection lead
and mains charger plug as well as
interchangeable microphone screwon caps
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Spy Camera Sunglasses
These sunglasses have a very discreet spy camera
and built in DVR producing high definition 720p quality
footage. Simple to operate and suitable for both sexes,
these spy shades are perfect for face to face body
worn video surveillance on bright days.

Product Code: SUN6

£145.00 (exc. VAT)

£174.00 (inc. VAT)

The Spy Camera Sunglasses with built in DVR are designed to be worn
to capture video footage of the subject matter in 720p high definition.
The spectacles design is lightweight and of a modern style that can be
worn by both male and female users.

Ideal for Surveillance on the Move
When conducting video surveillance on-the-move in summer or on
bright days throughout the year, the ideal spy tool is something that can
be completely discreetly worn on the person and can operate
â&#128;&#152;hands-freeâ&#128;&#153;. To achieve this the camera
system needs to be incorporated into an everyday item. This is where
the Spy Camera Sunglasses scores very highly because the pinhole
camera will always be pointed toward where the wearer is looking and if
conditions are warm, other body-worn camera solutions maybe are
ruled out because of the need for lightweight clothing.

Extremely Covert and Stylish Design
The sunglasses are fairly lightweight and although they are of a heavier
framed design, they still are an acceptable design and they are very
discreet. The high definition spy camera is located in the centre of the
nose bridge facing forwards. The internal DVR has internal memory built
into one of the arms and the device also records audio at the same time
as the HD video footage.

Very Simple Operation - Optional Memory
Upgrade
The spy camera sunglasses system is very easy to use, so getting
video recording started is a matter of a single button press. Stopping the
recording process is just as easy. The device has an inbuilt
rechargeable lithium battery pack that can be recharged from a USB
connection. The glasses are supplied with a glass cleani

Features
Unisex sunglasses with inbuilt spy
camera and recording system
Very discreet ‘no hole’ camera
design and fairly slimline glasses
frame
Changeable glass lenses – fit with
prescription lenses if required
(clear lenses supplied)
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology
Designed to take HD video with
audio and still images
Video Resolution: 1280 x 720 @
30 fps
Photo Resolution: 1600 x 1200
Pixels
Camera Sensor: 2 Megapixels
CMOS – Camera Lens: F2.4
/2.2mm
Field of View 62 degrees wide
angle
Video / Audio Codec: Video:
MPEG Audio: PCM
Video / Photo File Format:
Video:AVI , Photo: JPEG
Minimum Lux.: 1.4 V/lux-sec
Battery: Lithium 180mA/3.7V –
providing up to 70 minutes use
after full charge...

Please note that more information available online.
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Spy Glasses Camera / DVR - HD
These spectacles feature a discreet spy camera and
built in DVR producing high definition 1080p quality
footage. Simple to operate and suitable for both sexes,
these spy glasses are perfect for face to face body
worn video surveillance.

Product Code: GLA5

£145.00 (exc. VAT)

£174.00 (inc. VAT)

The Spy Glasses Camera with built in DVR are designed to be worn to
capture video footage of the subject matter in 1080p high definition. The
spectacles design is lightweight and of a modern style that can be worn
by both male and female users.
When conducting video surveillance on-the-move the ideal spy tool is
something that can be completely discreetly worn on the person and
can operate â&#128;&#152;hands-freeâ&#128;&#153;. To achieve this
the camera system needs to be incorporated into an everyday item.
This is where the Spy Glasses Camera system scores very highly
because the pinhole camera will always be pointed toward where the
wearer is looking. The glasses are fairly lightweight and although they
are of a heavier framed design, they still are very discreet. The high
definition spy camera is located in the centre of the nose bridge facing
forwards. The DVR has a 8GB internal memory built into the arms and
the device also records audio in conjunction with the HD video footage.
The spy camera system is very easy to use, so getting video recording
started is a matter of using a single switch to start/stop, set video
recording or taking a still photo. The device has an inbuilt rechargeable
lithium battery that can be recharged from a USB connection. The
glasses are supplied with a glass cleaning cloth and USB charging
cable which can also be used to transfer the files onto a computer and a
USB mains charger plug. A straight recording time of up to 75 minutes
is achievable after a full battery charge. The standard Spy Glasses unit
has an inbuilt 8GB storage capacity, but now there is an optional 32GB
memory upgrade available whi

Features
Unisex glasses with inbuilt spy
camera and recording system
Very discreet ‘no hole’ camera
design and slimline glasses frame
Changeable polarized glass lenses
– fit with prescription lenses if
required
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology
Designed to take HD video with
audio and still images
Video Resolution: 1920 x 1080 @
30 fps
Photo Resolution: 2560 x 1920
Pixels
Camera Sensor: 5 Megapixels
CMOS
Field
of
view
angle
(video/photographing) 65 degrees
wide
Video / Audio Codec: Video:
MPEG Audio: PCM
Video / Photo File Format:
Video:AVI , Photo: JPEG
Battery:
Lithium
260mAh
–
providing up to 75 minutes use
after full charge
Internal Storage: Standard flash
memory is 8GB – Upgradable to
32GB if required (cost option)
Compatible with Windows and Mac
operating systems
Supplied in carry case with USB
Charge/offload lead, UK mains
adapter, lens cloth and instructions
ideal for use by Mystery Shoppers
and Private Detectives

Please note that more information available online.
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Spy Watch Camera / Recorder - HD
This full HD Spy Watch Camera/Recorder is the ideal
body-worn surveillance tool providing 1080p high
quality video/audio and still photo taking capability as
well as providing a very smart way to keep the time.

Product Code: WAT1

£135.00 (exc. VAT)

£162.00 (inc. VAT)

If you are looking for a smart, easy to use body-worn surveillance tool
that is ready to go when you need it, then this Spy Watch may be
exactly what you need.

True HD Colour Video Footage - Ample
Storage Capacity
With a smart chrome and copper brown finish on the face and brown
strap, the spy watch is a desirable timepiece in its own right, let alone
taking into account the added extras. However, it is the hidden camera
with true high definition video and sound recording facility and stills
camera function that really enables the wearer to covertly record with
complete discretion. This device has a 16GB built-in storage capacity,
which is more than enough space to take hours of video/audio
surveillance footage in computer ready AVI format and capture still
images as jpegs.

Very Discreet Build - Time/Date on Recordings
The spy watch is perfect for making covert video/audio recordings of
meetings or lectures, for fun, or to record yourself a memo when you
are out and about. It is very easy to use and comes with a USB cable to
enable uploading of your files onto your computer. It is almost
impossible to detect the miniature camera lens in the watch face with
the naked eye and the USB connection port is designed to look like
another button, so nobody will suspect. Time and date stamping are
shown on all captured recordings, which is ideal for evidential
purposes.

Infrared
Capability
Microphone

-

Water

Resistant

If this wasnâ&#128;&#153;t enough, unbelievably, this unit also has
infrared capability, so recordings can be made in complete darkness! It
should be noted that on this model the infrared li

Features
Very stylish looking wristwatch with
brown suede effect strap
Records video/audio and takes
photographs onto an internal
memory storage
Video resolution: 1920 x 1080p
effective pixels
Video frame rate of 30 fps – 4:3
image ratio
Still Image Resolution: 4032 x
3024 (12 MP)
Nighttime infrared illumination –
lights are visible to the human eye
(not always illuminated)
Camera view angle – 90 degrees –
1 Lux
Single
button-touch
video
recording for easy operation
Microphone audio pick range: Up
to 6 metres (more limited range
when sealed microphone cap is
used)
Internal 16GB memory – Approx.
6.0 hours of video/audio capacity
Lithium polymer battery recording
time – 70 minutes usage after a full
charge
Charging time: approx 1.5 hours
Supports
Windows
2000/2003/XP/Vista/Windows 7, 8
and 10 as well as Mac 10.4 and
above
Supplied with USB lead and mains
charger plug

Please note that more information available online.
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Swivel Lens Wide Angle Cam / DVR
A superbly versatile black box spy camera solution
with a swivelling extremely wide angle lens that
enables this high definition compact unit to be used in
a variety of circumstances to capture superb video
footage.

Product Code: SWIV

£140.00 (exc. VAT)

£168.00 (inc. VAT)

This unit combines a high definition wide angled view swivelling spy
cam with a high capacity micro SD card DVR all built into the same
plastic enclosure that easily fits in the palm of your hand. This portable
spy camera system records colour high definition video (with audio) and
is completely self-contained.

Swivelling Camera Head For versatility
This unit has many similarities to our Tiny Black Box Spy Camera
System, but features some add ons that give this new unit extra
versatility. The small camera is situated in a movable block that revolves
around a spindle at one end of the unit. This allows the camera to be
swivelled through 180 degrees and this combined with a 160Âº wide
angle lens and the fact that the camera imagery can be inverted if
required, ensures that this swivel cam can be deployed in a whole
variety of circumstances.

Low Light
Day/Night

Capability

-

Auto-switching

The Swivel Cam is a battery-powered device with excellent power
saving optional features that produces crisp 720p HD video footage
(with audio) and has the option of five different recording modes. The
product has a micro SD card recording DVR system that will take cards
up to a 64GB which caters for storage of many hours of recorded colour
video footage. The swivel cam has the ability to record in very low light
conditions and can even switch automatically between daylight and lowlight modes when required. In fact many of the features can be changed
to your exact requirements using a customisable setup menu system
which permits the programming of the unit to work in the way that meets
your specifications. Once set up this way, then each deployment is
simply a matter of charge - switch on - deploy - walk away. It r

Features
Compact standalone black box spy
camera with built in SD recording
system for versatile deployment
scenarios
Versatile 160º wide angle view lens
that swivels through 180 degrees
for superb versatility
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Make it work how you want – fully
customisable menu to select the
features that you require
Different recording modes: motion
activated / scheduled / vibration
activated / sound activated – also
loop recording (if required)
Selectable light recording setting:
day / night / auto-switching
between day and night
Selectable
recording
video
resolution: Real time @ 1280 x 720
(HD) or 640 x 320
Standby time of up to 90 days
(diminishes
dependant
in
recordings made and mode
selected)...

Please note that more information available online.
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Tiny Black Box Spy Camera System
The Tiny Black Box Spy Camera System is a superb
combined HD spy camera and DVR all together is one
self-contained black plastic enclosure with very
compact dimensions. Perfect for a multitude of covert
room surveillance deployment scenarios

Product Code: TIBB

£135.00 (exc. VAT)

£162.00 (inc. VAT)

Not all of our customers want a spy camera system already built into an
everyday object. Some want to hide a spy camera inside on object of
their choice, whereas others want a compact hidden camera with DVR
that can be quickly deployed on a shelf, maybe between books or
amongst other items. For these latter requirements the Tiny Black Box
Spy Camera System has to be the obvious choice.

High Definition
Capability

Video

-

Large

Storage

This unit is a battery-powered unit with great power saving features
producing sharp 720p HD video footage (with audio) and has the option
of five different recording modes. The units features an SD card
recording DVR system that will accept up to a 64GB micro SD card
allowing for storage of many hours of recorded colour video footage.

Low Light Capability - Programmable Features
This fantastic little unit is manufactured with the ability to record in very
low light conditions and can even switch automatically between
standard light and low-light modes automatically. In fact many of the
features can be configured to your specific desired settings using the
customisable setup menu system which allows you to programme the
unit to work in the way that suits your needs. Once programmed to your
specifications, each deployment is simply a matter of charge - switch on
- deploy - walk away. It really is as simple as that.

Motion Activated Recording

Features
Compact standalone black box spy
camera with built in SD recording
system for versatile deployment
scenarios
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Different recording modes: motion
activated / scheduled / vibration
activated / sound activated – also
loop recording (if required)
Selectable light recording setting:
day / night / auto-switching
between day and night
Selectable
recording
video
resolution: Real time @ 1280 x 720
(HD) or 640 x 320
Standby time of up to 90 days
(diminishes
dependant
in
recordings made and mode
selected)
Recording time of 10 hours
(reduced
dependant
upon
recording mode selection)
Optional external rechargeable
battery pack available – see
dropdown package options menu...

Select between motion activated recording, scheduled record mode,
recording in reaction to vibrational movement, sound activated recording
or continuous record. Set the maximum time for each recorded file in
10, 15 and 20 minute lengths or maybe program for looped recording,
ideal if only using a small capacity SD card which

Please note that more information available online.
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Tissue Box Spy Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - A self-contained
motion activated battery-powered spy camera and SD
memory recording system with a high quality 720p
camera, motion activated, low light capability and a list
of other superb features all hidden within an attractive
tissue box holder.

Product Code: TISC

£205.00 (exc. VAT)

£246.00 (inc. VAT)

A self-contained motion activated battery-powered spy camera and SD
memory recording system with a high quality 720p camera, motion
activated, low light capability and a list of other superb features all
hidden within an attractive tissue box holder.

Usable Tissue Box with Attractive Design
The Tissue Box Camera and DVR has everything you will need for
covert video recording, featuring a very discreet high definition 720p
camera with wide angle lens, built in long life rechargeable battery and
multiple recording modes, making it ideal for a variety of surveillance
scenarios. Many of our customers like to use this as a Nanny Cam. The
outer casing of what can be classified as an executive tissue box holder
is made from stiiffened faux leather with a classy pattern. The unit is
supplied with a box containing tissues that helps to complete the
disguise. The internal tissue box is of a standard type and size so
replacements are commonly available from almost any supermarket.
The design is such that it would not look out of place in the home, in an
office or even on the parcel shelf in a car.

Discreet Camera System
The tiny spy camera is located at the top of one side of the tissue box
case. It is disguised by a copper ring that looks like a keyhole or clasp to
match the colouring of the box material. The camera is very difficult to
see from the outside even under close examination. The digital video
recording system with an internal 32GB or optional 64GB memory is
concealed from view within the tissue base sited under the box of
tissues. Access to offload video footage, to charge the battery pack or to
change the box of tissues is simply a matter of opening the magnetic
base of the outer tissue box shell

Features
Stylish looking tissue box holder
with tissue featuring concealed
battery powered spy camera
system
Manufactured by Spy Equipment
UK in the UK. Extremely well
engineered and well thought out
discreet product
Very simple to use ‘out of the box’
with
no
prior
specialist
technological knowledge required
Ready to use preset for motion
activated video recording (video
with audio) – Most commonly
requested setup
High definition video resolution:
1280x 720p @ 20 Frames per
second
Set to record colour in daylight –
auto-switching to night mode
(black/white video) when the
lighting is severely reduced in the
area in which it is deployed
Excellent quality CMOS pinhole
lens with wide camera view angle
of 62 degrees...

Please note that more information available online.
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USB Spy Camera
This USB Spy Camera with motion detection
recording will record High Quality video and audio
whether plugged into a computer or not. It is a powerful
portable unit with,a swivel lens and a long battery life.
Ideal for covert body-worn surveillance as it be can
clipped on to a shirt pocket or a can be placed on a
desk and will record anything.

Product Code: USBC

£145.00 (exc. VAT)

£174.00 (inc. VAT)

This fantastic portable hidden spy camera offers high resolution video
footage recording built into a compact device USB Stick (Flash Drive)
form. The device can record video footage at 720p HD resolution with
quality audio as well through the pinhole lens located at one end of the
unit.

Rotating Camera
This lens is within a swivel housing that can rotate to a position that is
90 degrees to its horizontal position providing true versatility for the
user, allowing the device to be used in vertical and horizontal plane

Motion Detection Activation
Through the lens, motion detection recording capability ensures that
video and audio is only recorded when it is necessary. The unit can
be switched on to record using a one-step process making it simple to
use. When switched into recording mode a small LED discreetly
confirms recording status before automatically switching off, making the
device covert during the recording process.

Mobile Battery Recording
For its size, the USB Spy Camera DVR has an astounding battery life.
From the internal rechargeable lithium battery, in motion detection
record mode, a operating time of up to 4 hours can be achieved,
although the device is supplied with an additional clip on battery pack
that will serve to increase this time to 10 hours recording capability.

Features
USB Spy Camera with micro SD
DVR – An excellent portable and
versatile video recording system
True high definition (720P) Video
Recording (Resolution : 1280 ×
720) – with high quality audio
Motion Detection Recording or
manual recording modes available
– Video format – MJPG AVI
Bit rate video:16.4Mbps – Bit rate
audio: 128Kbps – Frame rate –
Max 30fps Sampling rate – 8000
Hz
Camera lens will flip 0~90° rotation
for vertical or horizontal recording
to suit
One-step quick record operation –
LED switches off during record
process
Time and date stamping on
footage – perfect for evidence
gathering use
Memory Type : Micro SD card up
to a 128GB Maximum – 16GB card
supplied as standard...

Long Time Recording
If the unit is to be used in a PC USB or AC Adaptor then it is possible to
take power from an external Power Supply to achieve long-time room
surveillance recording.

Reliable and Discreet Recordi

Please note that more information available online.
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